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Phenology refers to the periodic appearance of life-cycle events and currently receives abundant attention as the effects of global change on phenology are so apparent. Phenology as a discipline observes these events and relates their annual variation to variation in climate. But phenology is also studied in other disciplines, each with their own perspective. Evolutionary ecologists study variation in seasonal timing and its fitness consequences, whereas chronobiologists emphasize the periodic nature of life-cycle stages and their underlying timing programmes (e.g. circannual rhythms). The (neuro-) endocrine processes underlying these life-cycle events are studied by physiologists and need to be linked to genes that are explored by molecular geneticists. In order to fully understand variation in phenology, we need to integrate these different perspectives, in particular by combining evolutionary and mechanistic approaches. We use avian research to characterize different perspectives and to highlight integration that has already been achieved. Building on this work, we outline a route towards uniting the different disciplines in a single framework, which may be used to better understand and, more importantly, to forecast climate change impacts on phenology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Phenological records of periodically recurring life-cycle events go back thousands of years (Foster & Kreitzman 2009). One of the striking observations is the large difference in the between-year variation in phenology: some seasonal events occur so reliably, for example the return of certain migratory species, that they have been likened to 'calendars', whereas others show high year-to-year variation in the date at which they occur (Gwinner & Helm 2003). In the temperate zone, annual variation in phenology often correlates with environmental variables, most often with temperature. It is therefore not surprising that global climate change, including an increase in average temperatures, has led to clear shifts in phenology, but also with large differences between species (Schwartz 2003; Parmesan 2006). The variation in response to climate change between species at different trophic levels indicates that many phenological shifts currently remain inadequate and lead, for example, to uncoupling of phenological events within food chains (Visser et al. 1998; Visser & Both 2005; Memmott et al. 2007; Post & Forchhammer 2008; Miller-Rushing et al. 2010; Singer & Parmesan 2010). Mistiming has consequences at the population level (Nussey et al. 2005; Both et al. 2006). Thus, phenology is a key process that may link climate change to population persistence and possibly to community composition (Miller-Rushing et al. 2010).

In order to assess the ecological consequences of climate change it is essential to forecast phenology under different scenarios, such as provided by the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC). This forecasting is hampered by two major problems (Visser 2008): phenology needs to be forecasted for environments well outside the range of natural conditions observed by phenologists. Predictions must therefore rely on additional information, in particular about the causal (mechanistic) basis of the relationship between phenology and environmental conditions. Furthermore, organisms may adapt via micro-evolution. Hence, the relationship between phenology and environment is changing over time, and this rate of adaptation needs to be incorporated in the forecasting (van Asch et al. 2007). To meet these two challenges, it is crucial that research on phenological events integrates mechanistic and evolutionary perspectives.

A variety of disciplines study the seasonality of plant and animal life-cycle events. These include researchers who consider themselves phenologists but also ecologists, who would term it seasonal timing, and chronobiologists, who focus on timing programmes and on underlying mechanisms such as * Author for correspondence (m.visser@nioo.knaw.nl).
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circannual rhythms. Similarly, physiologists, who are studying reproduction or any other seasonal life-cycle stages, and more recently molecular ecologists who look at the genetic make up of individuals, are also interested in within-season variation (e.g. Wilczek et al. 2010). It is obvious that while all these disciplines deal with the same phenomenon, they take different angles to it and aim at different endpoints. This is due to historical differences, as they approach phenology after having developed in diverse contexts. Over recent decades, all disciplines have made remarkable progress in unravelling detailed information underlying phenology and although there have been a number of excellent examples of integration (see §3), we believe this is the time to promote further integration of different disciplines.

In this paper, we will highlight the insights and the limitations of the diverse approaches to phenology, and we outline a route towards uniting the different disciplines in a single framework. We will use this framework to provide an outlook to what kind of research is needed to forecast phenology influenced by climate change. As the common basis of our combined backgrounds, we use avian timing as an example of how integration could be achieved.

2. DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES

Different approaches to phenology focus on different aspects of seasonal phenomena. Researchers in the field of phenology observe in a standardized way periodic plant and animal life-cycle events over long periods of time, sometimes using phenological stations (Menzel & Fabian 1999; Schwartz 2003) and relate the inter-annual variations to climatic variables. Thus, they approach seasonal recurrence as a phenomenon in its own right, with a clear interest in year-to-year variation, but mainly in the first individuals or (less often) the population mean rather than the variation among all individuals of a population. Phenologists are well aware of (climate) changes in the long run and can provide a comprehensive picture of modified timing on a level of local populations and communities, often in a wide range of species and over large geographical regions.

In contrast, population-level data are less central for other disciplines studying phenology. Phenological events, such as flowering date, return date of birds and egg laying date of sea turtles, can also be studied as characteristics of individuals within populations. In this approach, the phenological event is seen as the phenotype of a given individual. As a step towards integrating disciplines, studies of phenotypic trait values as phenotypes can be framed in the concept of phenotypic plasticity (Pigliucci 2005). If an individual is phenotypically plastic, its phenotype is shaped by the interaction between the genotype and the environment. Different genotypes in the same environment will give rise to different phenotypes, while the same genotype will lead to different phenotypes in different environments (figure 1a). The curve describing the relationship between phenotype and environmental variables is termed the reaction norm. While traditionally phenotypic plasticity was used for morphological traits shaped during ontogeny, it is now also widely used for traits that are expressed multiple times in an organism’s life (Nussey et al. 2005), such as phenological events. An example would be the lay date of an individual bird in different spring environments over consecutive years.

Below, we use the conceptual background of phenotypic plasticity to highlight differences between disciplines and to characterize their particular approaches to explain a specific phenological event in a given year, focusing on avian reproduction.

(a) The evolutionary ecologist’s view

Evolutionary ecologists refer to phenological events as seasonal timing, and put emphasis on the variation among individuals within years as well as on the between-year variation. Year-to-year variation should ultimately be explained by corresponding year-to-year variation in the seasonality of the environment (Baker 1938; Visser et al. 2004). For example, timing of reproduction in small forest passerine birds of the temperate zone is affected by temperature because the time of the peak abundance of the nestlings’ food is correlated with this temperature (Visser et al. 2006). Well-timed breeding is thought to confer benefits from higher fitness both in terms of enhanced offspring survival and possibly increased condition of the parents to survive until the next breeding season (Thomas et al. 2001; figure 1b). Thus, in an evolutionary ecologist’s view, birds have been selected for their ability to have their chicks in the nest at the time of peak food abundance.
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However, timely reproduction requires anticipation of suitable conditions well in advance. A bird has to make a ‘decision’ whether to initiate preparations for breeding long before its chicks will be exposed to the environmental conditions that determine reproductive success. Thus, environmental variables at the time of ‘decision-making’ are often used as predictive cues and thereby also function as proximate (mechanistic) causes that influence reproductive timing (Baker 1938). Because the use of cues is crucial for optimal timing, an evolutionary ecologist wants to know whether responsiveness to environmental information (cues) has evolved to correctly predict the time to initiate breeding. An evolutionary ecologist is not primarily interested in the causal mechanism but is very much aware what the cues should provide: they should predict the future environment under which the phenotype will be selected. Key characteristics of this future environment of selection include conspecific and multi-trophic interactions. Thus, evolutionary ecologists try to find the cues that are reliably linked to these characteristics. There is no a priori reason why just a single environmental variable should act as a cue, and it is a pragmatic oversimplification that evolutionary ecologists often consider phenotypic plasticity as the relationship between timing and just a single environmental variable. More generally, the reaction norm should have a multi-dimensional environmental axis (Visser 2008).

Evolutionary ecologists mainly study organisms in the wild as they are interested in the fitness benefits of different timing strategies and in selection on timing. In collaboration with quantitative geneticists they estimate the heritability of timing and the response to selection; i.e. the rate of micro-evolution. An important limitation is that extrapolation beyond the natural range, as needed for predictions under climate change, is not feasible without a more mechanistic understanding of phenology (see also §4a).

(b) The physiologist’s view

Physiologists have a clear interest in how the changes within an annual cycle causally come about. They ask how organisms use environmental cues to adjust changes in morphology, physiology and behaviour over the course of their annual schedule, often with a strong emphasis on the effects of photoperiod (the annual change in day length) on the orchestration of successive life-history stages (i.e. progression of events; Farner et al. 1966; Follett et al. 1985; Wingfield 2008). The physiological mechanisms underlying avian timing of reproduction, one of the most explicit examples of phenology, describe how cues are perceived and transduced at the level of the hypothalamo–pituitary–gonadal (HPG) axis (figure 2). These environmental cues have been classified in different groups (Wingfield & Kenagy 1991). The most important ones for seasonal breeding are probably the initial predictive cues, which allow preparations well ahead of breeding (i.e. photoperiod), and the supplementary and social cues (i.e. temperature, rainfall, interactions with conspecifics, food abundance), which allow fine-tuning of timing to local, and year-specific, conditions.

Photoperiodism has been massively studied and the effects of photoperiod on the HPG axis are well described (figure 2; see reviews in Farner 1985; Follett et al. 1985; Dawson et al. 2001; Sharp 2005), while our knowledge of the effects of the supplementary and social cues is patchy. Most insights have been
achieved on the effect of temperature as a cue (Wada et al. 1990; Silverin & Viebke 1994; Wingfield et al. 1996, 1997, 2003; Maney et al. 1999; Meijer et al. 1999; Perfido et al. 2005; Salvante et al. 2007; Silverin et al. 2008; Visser et al. 2009) but there is a serious lack of understanding on how temperature is integrated at the level of the HPG axis (see §4b). Similarly, some studies have shown marked effects of other supplemental cues, such as food and water availability, and social cues (Moore 1983; Vleck & Priedkalns 1985; Hahn et al. 1995; Zann et al. 1995; Hau et al. 2000; O’Brien & Hau 2005; Helm et al. 2006; Small et al. 2007; Voigt et al. 2007; Perfido et al. 2008). Most of these studies were carried out on a behavioural level, but some are now addressing links to the HPG axis (e.g. effects of social cues; Moore 1983; Stevenson et al. 2008).

Physiologists are in general less interested in year-to-year variation or variation among individuals (Ball & Balthazar 2008; Williams 2008; but see Wingfield et al. 1992) than in detailed, typically experimental, studies of individuals. In an environmental context, physiologists study between-species (or between-populations) variation within an annual cycle with an emphasis on average values. Classically, physiology often requires careful measurements under controlled conditions, and hence much of the work is done in the laboratory and restricted to a specific mechanism. This has major advantages and physiologists have made important contributions to our knowledge of the detailed molecular and genetic basis of the physiological system. When related to phenology of free-living animals there are, however, a few shortcomings (Calisi & Bentley 2009). For example, the environmental variables used in an experimental set-up usually are set to arbitrarily chosen values (often well outside the natural range) and often these variables are kept constant under experimental conditions (e.g. 20°C throughout the day and night, 16 h of light for several consecutive weeks).

A disadvantage specific for work on phenology of avian reproduction is the use of male rather than female animals (Ball & Ketterson 2008) while it is probably that females are more important in determining seasonal timing (Caro et al. 2009). Partly this is because under captive conditions males commonly develop fully active reproductive conditions, while females often do not reach full breeding status, especially when caged individually (but see Calisi & Bentley 2009). As a consequence most studies do not describe the links between physiological mechanisms and the complex interactions that determine lay dates in the wild. Physiological studies commonly study gonadal (generally testis) development to examine reproductive cycles. This allows a detailed understanding of different phases in the breeding cycle and of their respective regulatory mechanisms. However, the value of gonadal cycles as proxies of lay dates may be limited, and there have been few attempts to validate these proxies against actual field data (Helm 2009; Visser et al. 2009). Gonadal development is, however, also studied by physiologists as a seasonal process in itself, rather than as a proxy for actual laying dates.

(c) The chronobiologist’s view

Chronobiologists study daily and annual fluctuations in physiology and behaviour and focus on internal timing programmes that enable organisms to cope with, and anticipate, geophysical cycles in the environment. Fundamental for this field is the observation that periodic events on a daily or annual scale often persist endogenously, i.e. in complete absence of external time information given by Zeitgebers (timing cues) like light and darkness. Such endogenous daily (‘circadian’) or annual (‘circannual’) rhythms continue with period lengths that differ slightly from 24 h or 365 days, respectively (Gwinner 1986, 2003; Kumar et al. 2004; Bradshaw & Holzapfel 2007; Paul et al. 2008; Helm 2009). Thus, without any seasonal cues, many animals can maintain annual cycles of moult, migration, gonadal development, pupation or hibernation for many years (Gwinner 1986, 2003; Nisimura & Numata 2001; Kondo et al. 2006) by solely relying on changes of their circannual clock. Zeitgebers synchronize rhythms by determining their period (i.e. the length of a cycle) and their phase (i.e. the time when a particular fraction of the cycle occurs), and additionally, other factors may modify (‘mask’) the expression of rhythms. However, species differ greatly in the strength of the underlying circannual clock and in requirements for the environmental input (Dawson et al. 2001; Goldman et al. 2004; Bradshaw & Holzapfel 2007; Paul et al. 2008; Helm 2009).

When chronobiologists look at phenology, they focus on the annual cycle and variation over a year, but are less interested in variation between years and individuals. The chronobiologist’s view on why phenological events occur and when they occur emphasizes the interplay between internal time-structuring and environmental cues. The seasonal clock determines how sensitive an animal is to external cues (Helm et al. 2009). These cues will for some phases of the seasonal clock lead to stimulation of the system, while at other phases they will have little or no impact (see below).

The chain of steps from cue input to the specific output, i.e. laying date, is still poorly understood, but it involves a calendar-and-clock system. The much better known circadian clock entrains to the 24 h light cycle and provides a ‘reference clock’ for the reading of calendrical information (i.e. photoperiod; Sharp 2005). The calendrical information that is thereby attained is modulated by a bird’s internal (circannual) calendar, e.g. interpreting a 12 h day as ‘long’ or ‘short’, respectively in a seasonal context (Helm et al. 2009). If a bird is in the correct phase for photostimulation, a cascade of gene expression starts, and the genes involved in this cascade are now being rapidly revealed (Ono et al. 2009). Subsequently, in different brain regions, different aspects of physiology and behaviour are activated that further prepare reproduction (e.g. growth of song nuclei, melatonin receptor density change; Bentley & Ball 2000). The activation and development of these processes then leads, via physiological and behavioural feedback loops, to specific responsiveness to relevant environmental factors (nutritional levels, social stimuli, etc.). Thereby, the interplay between clock and local
environment determines the precise timing of the phenological event, i.e. the seasonal phenotype.

A limitation of this approach is a focus on experimental, and often constant, conditions (Calisi & Bentley 2009). Thus, despite the stated interest of chronobiologists in understanding temporal behaviour, relatively little is known about how the underlying calendar-and-clock system relates to ‘timing in the real world’ (Menaker 2006; Wikelski et al. 2008). However, comparative studies of related taxa indicate that timing programmes are tailored to particular life histories, and an evolutionary angle is starting to develop (Gwinner 1986; Bradshaw & Holzapfel 2007; Helm et al. 2009).

(d) The molecular geneticist’s view
Molecular geneticists approach phenological events from two sides: on one hand, they aim at understanding the genetic variation among individuals in the timing of the event and the selection on this variation. On the other hand, they aim at understanding the causal mechanism underlying the effect of the environment on the event. Several approaches can be used to identify genes that are involved in the variation among individuals (the genotypes for phenological events; Tauber & Kyriacou 2005). The polymorphisms can be found either by a candidate gene approach, where orthologues of (mainly mammalian) clock genes are cloned (candidate gene approach; e.g. Chong et al. 2000; Yoshimura et al. 2000; Fidler & Gwinner 2003), or by a genome-wide approach, where random markers are used to identify the variation in genome regions (polymorphisms) that are associated with the between-individual variation in a trait like the timing of a phenological event (quantitative trait locus (QTL) approach; e.g. Leder et al. (2006)).

In birds, only one candidate gene has been investigated in an ecological or evolutionary seasonal context: clock. Repeat length variations are reported to vary between species (Fidler & Gwinner 2003), and between populations (Johnsen et al. 2007) and within natural populations (Liedvogel et al. 2009). Johnsen et al. (2007) showed that in blue tits, a latitudinal cline exists in mean repeat length, with a higher mean repeat number at higher latitudes. They hypothesize that these population differences may be caused by adaptation to the variation in photoperiodic parameters between the populations (Johnsen et al. 2007). This was tested on a within-population level by Liedvogel et al. (2009), who found that females with shorter mean repeat lengths had earlier lay dates. Whereas ecological studies using candidate genes are rare, to the best of our knowledge, studies that investigate the adaptive significance of gene expression profiles are completely absent in wild birds.

Investigation of genes involved in a causal pathway is done by exploring the variation in transcription, translation and post-translational expression level (through e.g. mRNA, microarrays, proteomics) of clock genes. The expression of these genes has been localized in several brain areas, including the avian pineal gland, putative suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN), retina and hypothalamus (Yasuo et al. 2003; Kumar et al. 2004). The expression levels give insight into the physiological processes that are up- or downregulated, causing rhythmic phenotypic expression of a trait. For this purpose, most genetic information on seasonal timing comes from research done on circadian rhythms.

The two molecular genetic approaches to phenological events (i.e. a focus on genomic variation and a focus on expression of causal pathways) are likely to identify common, but also unique sets of genes involved in regulation of heritable quantitative traits (e.g. Le Mignon et al. 2009). For instance, there may be no genomic variation in some of the genes that play a crucial role in the pathway. These can therefore not account for genetic variation among individuals and thus cannot be picked up using a QTL approach (e.g. Zou & Zeng 2009). However, they may be identified in expression studies, since the expression levels of these specific genes may be important drivers of a rhythmic expression of a trait and may be heritable by themselves (Brem & Kruglyak 2005). The differences between the approaches can be illustrated by comparison to an engine that can be set by a switch and is thereafter driven by a converter belt. Based on this analogy, microarray studies are likely to pick the genes involved in the ‘converter belt’, i.e. those genes that are involved in rhythmic seasonal fluctuations in reproductive hormones. On the other hand, QTL studies may be more likely to pick up the ‘switch genes’ that set the converter belt in motion. Physiologists, in collaboration with molecular geneticists, therefore play an important role in the investigation of both the expression of ‘converter belt’ genes and ‘switch genes’ (Ono et al. 2009).

A limitation in molecular genetic research on seasonal timing, and on phenological events in general, is that the genetic basis that underlies circannual rhythms is unknown. While day-length-dependent gene expression is relatively well understood, the knowledge of genes that underlie rhythmic expression over the season still needs to be developed. Another limitation is that conflicting results often arise owing to the use of different species, different photoperiods, variation in entrainment protocols, and potentially different mRNA detection techniques (Helfer et al. 2006). This makes a comparative study between species with different life histories problematic.

3. INTEGRATION TOWARDS A SINGLE FRAMEWORK
The approaches to phenology outlined above have the potential to complement each other. In figure 3, we outline a common framework that refers to all these disciplines, with the aim of a more conclusive understanding of phenology. Below, we develop this framework in further detail and emphasize promising steps towards integrating the different approaches. A first section gives a combined overview over the sequence of processes leading to a phenotypic event (in our example this is timing of avian reproduction). A second section briefly introduces a model system of integration, reproductive timing in blue tits (Cyanistes caeruleus).
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(a) An integrated view of a phenological event

The trait that is observed in phenological studies (the phenotype) will be under natural selection, and hence, the processes that are studied by all above disciplines occur in an evolutionary context. Often, relatively small differences in timing of reproduction or arrival date in migrant bird species have large fitness consequences (Nussey et al. 2005; Pulido 2007). Because fitness consequences depend on a species’ ecology and the particular environment, there is no single mechanism that fits all species. Thus, a crucial step towards understanding a given phenological event involves taking account of variation between species or populations, as well as between individuals within a population.

(i) Shaping the phenotype

An animal perceives cues from its environment. Cues are environmental variables that have predictive qualities for subsequent, suitable conditions to carry out a given life-cycle event. The perception of suitable cues will affect an animal’s decision to initiate preparatory steps, and hence, affects phenotype (seasonal timing). Cues can be abiotic factors, like temperature, but also biotic factors, like the development of the vegetation or social cues from conspecifics. Which environmental variables actually are cues varies from species to species, and sometimes from population to population within a species. The cues used by an animal need to predict the environment of selection, i.e. the conditions under which the selection on the phenological trait takes place, in order to be useful. For example, rainfall does not predict the phenology of forest caterpillars and is thus not a cue for a great tit (Parus major) in the Netherlands, but rainfall does predict the phenology of ripe grass seeds and it is therefore a cue for zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) in Australia (Zann et al. 1995; Perfito et al. 2006). This kind of variation even exists within species. Different subspecies of white-crowned sparrows (Zonotrichia leucophrys) differ in whether or not they use temperature as a cue; the Arctic subspecies shows no response to temperature in their testes and follicle size development and this can be understood from the fact that the short Arctic breeding season is restricted to a period of long photoperiod, while other subspecies have to rely on supplementary cues to account for between-year variation (Wingfield et al. 1996, 1997, 2003; Maney et al. 1999). A similar pattern has been found for great tits (Silverin & Viebke 1994; Silverin et al. 2008).

The animal’s sensitivity to cues varies over the year as the response mechanism is seasonal clock-dependent. Photoperiod is generally seen as the most powerful seasonal cue. Many organisms, including birds, can be induced to carry out phenological events ‘out of season’ by photoperiodic manipulation (Dawson et al. 2001; Goldman et al. 2004; Bradshaw & Holzapfel 2007), and some can be forced to undergo several annual cycles within a single year (Gwinner 1986). But even responses to photoperiod depend on the phase of the underlying, circannual cycle (Miyazaki et al. 2005; Lincoln et al. 2006; Helm et al. 2009). For example, while increasing day length stimulates breeding early in the year, even permanent light cannot re-stimulate reproduction after breeding in most species (‘photorefractoriness’; Dawson et al. 2001; Hahn & MacDougall-Shackleton 2008). In addition, there is also evidence for possible effects of temperature on circannual clocks (e.g. in hibernating mammals; Mrosovsky 1986) and for dependence of the sensitivity to temperature on the phase of the clock. For example, temperature does not influence the physiological breeding development in quails (Coturnix coturnix japonica) but a decrease in temperature, in combination with a decrease in photoperiod, is necessary to fully stop their reproductive activity (Wada et al. 1990; Wada 1993). In other species, the same temperature has a stronger effect under longer photoperiods (i.e. later in spring) than under short photoperiods (Gienapp et al. 2006; Bauer et al. 2008), and early versus late during mammalian hibernation (Wikelski et al. 2008).

Similarly, when the photoperiod gets very long, it can override the lack of supplemental cues and birds can breed under very low ambient temperatures (e.g. Lambrechts et al. 1997b).

Cues from the environment are thus perceived, transduced and integrated by an animal’s clock-dependent and -independent response mechanism. This leads to genes being switched on (initially in the brain), which in turn may switch on the genes involved in the pathway processes (the ‘converter belt’ genes). After these converter belt genes have been activated, a complex process with positive and negative feedback loops is started. Hormones clearly play a crucial role in this process and some pathways are well understood. The perceived environmental cues induce a cascade of neuroendocrine reactions along the HPG axis that are essential in the synchronization of the breeding

Figure 3. A unified framework for a more conclusive understanding of phenology, integrating chronobiology, physiology, molecular genetics and evolutionary ecology (see §3 of the text).
cycle (figure 2). These hormones increase the probability of sexual behaviours occurring, but also play various morphological and physiological roles, including some negative feedback on higher levels of the HPG axis (Wingfield & Moore 1987; Ball & Balthazart 2002; Dawson & Sharp 2007).

While the successive levels of the HPG axis and their interactions have been well described, our knowledge on how supplementary environmental cues, other than photoperiod, are modulating the maturation of the reproductive system remains rudimentary. This is particularly true for the late stages of reproductive development in females, the rapid follicular growth that occurs in the last days before egg laying. As a consequence, the link between the activation and modulation of the HPG axis and the actual egg laying is less well understood. Under cold conditions, egg laying will be delayed in the field and perhaps temperature plays a role in this final fine-tuning stage (Meijer et al. 1999). But also unpredictable events such as severe weather conditions or territory loss will determine the laying decision and may induce temporary switching to an emergency life-history stage (Wingfield et al. 1998).

(ii) Selection on the phenotype
Animals within populations are genetically diverse. One can think of genetic variation in cue perception, transduction and integration. This genetic variation will lead to differences in the reaction norm (figure 1a). In some cases, individuals will vary in how much their phenotype is responsive to variation in cues, which will lead to variation in the slope of the reaction norm (Nussey et al. 2005). In addition, some animals will have a consistently earlier phenotype than others, and these will differ in the elevation of the reaction norm.

Teasing apart genetic variation at the perception level from genetic variation in the transduction mechanisms is a difficult task, especially in a phenological context where the cues acting on the physiology are gradually interacting and have long-lasting effects. This challenge can only be addressed if brain regions responsible for the filtering and the processing of environmental information are known. Researchers can then determine whether the expression of genetic variation occurs before or during the transduction of the signal considered as a relevant cue. In the context of seasonal reproduction, the pioneering studies by Heideman and colleagues on white-footed mice (Peromyscus leucopus; e.g. Heideman et al. 1999; Heideman & Pittman 2009) are important steps in this direction. Populations of white-footed mice differ geographically in the extent to which reproduction is inhibited under short day lengths (Heideman et al. 1999). By selective breeding and quantitative genetic analyses of variation, Heideman and coworkers showed high heritability of photosensitivity. Follow-up studies tracked down heritability of gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) neuron characteristics and also provided evidence for genetic variation in the nutritional and hormonal inputs to GnRH neurons (Heideman & Pittman 2009). Limited evidence exists also for plasticity and genetic variation in the perceptual mechanisms. For example, seasonal and population variations in hearing capabilities have, respectively, been demonstrated in several species of birds (Lucas et al. 2002, 2007) and in at least one species of frog (the cricket frog, Acris crepitans; Ryan et al. 1992).

Regardless of whether genetic variation affects the perception or the transduction level, variation in the way cues are ‘translated’ into a phenotype enables natural selection to act on phenotypic plasticity; i.e. on the reaction norms (Visser et al. 2004; Heideman & Pittman 2009). Thus, it is not so much the trait value itself that selection acts on but rather the physiological response mechanism underlying the phenotype. This also implies that perhaps not all the reaction norms are possible, as evolution may be constrained by the particular components of the response mechanism that show genetic variation. Furthermore, natural selection probably rarely acts on isolated physiological mechanisms, but rather on a suite of correlated traits (McGlothlin & Ketterson 2007). This is particularly true for hormones that often act simultaneously on a wide variety of characters (Ketterson & Nolan 1999), which may also constrain the response to natural selection (Lessells 2008, but see Hau 2007). Similar constraints could apply to modifications of the circadian clock system that is involved in seasonal as well as daily timing (Bradshaw & Holzapfel 2007; Heideman & Pittman 2009).

How well a phenotype performs in terms of fitness depends on the environment. For many species, the phenology of their environment, and thus of their food sources or their predators, varies from year to year. The fitness of a bird making a decision on a certain date therefore varies from year to year. It is thus a combination of the environment at the time of selection and the phenotype that determines the fitness of an individual (figure 1b).

In many cases the environmental variables that serve as cues, involved in shaping the phenotype, are not the same environmental variables that form the environment at the time of selection (Visser et al. 2004). Especially in phenology, the phenotype is often formed in a different environment from the one where selection takes place. For example, in migratory birds, the decision to depart the wintering grounds is made at a different location (environment) than the place where they are selected to be on time (their breeding grounds). This is also depicted in figure 1a,b: in figure 1a the phenotype is determined by responses to predictive environmental cues (x-axis) while in figure 1b the fitness of a given phenotype depends on the environment of selection (E1–E3). This highlights the importance of a correlation between the ‘cue’ and the ‘environment of selection’: only if the environment of selection is predicted by an environmental variable can it serve as a predictive cue.

(b) An example of interdisciplinary integration: reproductive timing in Mediterranean blue tits
In the Mediterranean region, bird populations have to cope with strong habitat heterogeneity owing to
geographical variation in the vegetation structure of the landscape. Mediterranean forests consist of a mosaic of patches dominated either by broad-leaved deciduous or evergreen tree species. Blue tits successfully breed in both habitats, but have to deal with pronounced spatial variation in the phenology of their food. Deciduous forests present an early phenology, with young leaves appearing approximately one month earlier than in evergreen woods. This temporal difference in bud burst results in a similar difference in the onset in leaf-eating caterpillar outbreaks between the habitats (Zandt et al. 1990). Blue tits, like many other insectivorous bird species, depend highly on that brief peak in caterpillar abundance to raise their chicks. Differences in the timing of food abundance have important consequences for fitness and have been the subject of considerable research in the field of evolutionary ecology over the past 30 years (Blondel et al. 1993, 1999, 2006; Lambrechts et al. 1997a, 2004). In fact, the geographical and temporal variability in the availability of this food resource is one of the main selection factors driving the breeding phenology of the different blue tit populations, with high energetic and survival costs for birds failing to match their chick-rearing period with the annual short peak in caterpillar availability (Thomas et al. 2001). Since the discovery that blue tits may breed up to one month apart depending on the type of habitat in which they settle (Blondel & Isenmann 1979), these birds have been used in many studies aiming to understand how the phenology of breeding has evolved. Furthermore, research examined how this local adaptation has sometimes been constrained by the characteristics of the habitats and the birds’ ability to adaptively respond to selection processes (e.g. the homogenizing effect of gene flow; see Dias 1996; Blondel et al. 2006).

Selection operates on the mechanisms underlying phenotypic plasticity and local specialization rather than on the phenotype itself (see above), and thus a significant part of the work conducted on these blue tit populations aimed to decipher the proximate organization of their breeding phenology. Furthermore, as studies of the proximate organization mainly aimed at mechanistic responses to environmental cues, a combination of field data and common garden experiments manipulating these cues was necessary (Visser & Lambrechts 1999). So, the breeding phenology of blue tits from different Mediterranean populations was also studied in captivity, first in outdoor aviaries exposed to natural environmental conditions, then under diverse combinations of natural and artificial photoperiods. Under natural settings, the laying divergence observed in the field persisted, suggesting an (at least partial) genetic determination of these population differentiations (Lambrechts & Dias 1993). Under manipulated day lengths, the breeding difference was modulated by the duration of the photoperiod, suggesting that the laying differentiation was maintained by a population divergence in the perception or transduction mechanisms to photoperiod (Lambrechts et al. 1996, 1997b; Lambrechts & Perret 2000). Subsequent work on Corsican birds combined behavioural, neurobiological and endocrinological studies in the field, and sought to describe where in the HPG axis the population differentiation resided. No difference in the early seasonal recrudescence of the hypothalamic GnRH, the testis volumes, the song production and the brain nuclei controlling song were found between the males of the populations (Caro et al. 2005a, b, 2006). In females, however, the follicle growth periods were clearly distinct between the populations, and quantitative genetic analyses of laying dates demonstrated that the optimal breeding differentiation was driven by the females (Caro et al. 2009). This demonstrated that assessing sex differences in cue perception, transduction and integration are essential components to take into account in phenological studies (Ball & Ketterson 2008), and that local adaptation to environmental heterogeneity could be a sex-limited phenomenon (Caro et al. 2009). Local population differentiations have also been demonstrated in other species, e.g. differences in (neuro-) hormones and gonadal cycles in male great tits (Silverin et al. 2008), rufous-collared sparrows (Zonotrichia capensis; Moore et al. 2005, 2006), in male and female stonechats (Saxicola torquata; Helm 2009) and between urban and forest blackbirds (Turdus merula; Partecke et al. 2004, 2005).

Altogether, the understanding of phenotypic and genetic variation in the breeding phenology of the Mediterranean blue tits has required the close integration of most disciplines interested in phenological events, including evolutionary ecology, behavioural ecology, energetics, quantitative genetic, endocrinology and neurobiology. Although some genetic differentiation in the expression of neutral genetic markers, i.e. mini- and microsatellite loci (Dias et al. 1996; Charmantier 2000), and clock gene polymorphism have been described in these blue tit populations (Johnsen et al. 2007), the possibility of a seasonal clock differentiation mechanism between populations, and the genes involved, remain to be investigated (cf. Liedvogel et al. 2009). Finally, if we want to predict adaptability to environmental variation it will also be critical to understand which environmental cues are important, how these cues are integrated in the HPG axis, and how these proximate mechanisms are inherited between generations.

4. OUTLOOK
Understanding the mechanisms underlying a specific phenology, which is constantly under natural selection, requires the integration of disciplines studying phenology from different angles, as outlined in §3 (figure 3). Here, we discuss a number of possible research questions that address less well-understood phenological topics in the context of avian reproduction for which we think it is pressing to make substantial progress in the coming years.

(a) Adapting to changing environments
One of the most obvious impacts of climate change on nature is the shift in phenology that has been observed in many taxa (Parmesan 2006), including the laying dates in birds (Crick & Sparks 1999). This phenomenon is what we would expect for any phenological
trait that is phenotypically plastic and where temperature acts as a cue. However, the question is not whether these shifts occur but rather whether these shifts are adaptive: do organisms shift their phenology the exact amount they should? This seems rarely the case (Visser & Both 2005), as in many cases the shift in phenology is either too weak or too strong to precisely match the shifts in phenology of other species in the food chain. This leads to mistiming, which may have severe fitness consequences for an individual (Visser et al. 1998; Thomas et al. 2001) as well as for population viability (Nussey et al. 2005; Both et al. 2006).

The paradox is thus that species are often phenotypically plastic in their phenology concerning temperature changes but that their response to increasing temperatures is not adaptive. This can be understood from figure 3. If climate change affects the environmental variables that serve as cues differently from the environmental variables that form the environment at the time of selection, then the response to climate change will no longer be adaptive. In other words, cues lose their predictive value. In extreme cases, the cues are not affected (birds relying on photoperiod in their overwintering area to depart to the breeding grounds) but the environment of selection is affected by climate change (the phenology of food for nestlings in the breeding area). A similar argument will also hold for resident species: climate change is unlikely to increase temperatures in a similar way throughout the year and such differential warming can cause an uncoupling of cues and the environment of selection (Visser et al. 1998): the cues perceived early on are no longer accurately predicting the future (Visser et al. 2004). Reaction norms may thus be no longer adaptive under climate change; animals have to be less or more temperature-sensitive than they are. This leads to natural selection on these reaction norms (Nussey et al. 2005), or in other words, to selection on the mechanisms underlying phenology.

For natural selection to operate on the response mechanisms underlying phenology, there needs to be genetic variation in these mechanisms (Nussey et al. 2005; Charmantier et al. 2008; Visser 2008). This makes the quest for genetic variation pressing. In many cases, physiological work is carried out on animals that are related to each other, but information on family relations is rarely used to estimate genetic resemblance, while no additional experiments would be necessary. Therefore, re-analysing existing data could be highly rewarding, provided that some pedigree data are available.

The absence of genetic variation in one or more components of the underlying mechanism could severely hamper micro-evolutionary change. In fact, at present there is very little evidence of such current micro-evolution in phenology (Gienapp et al. 2006), with perhaps a few examples such as the timing of diapause in the pitcher plant mosquito, which has shifted to longer photoperiods under a warming climate (Bradshaw & Holzapfel 2007). Ultimately, the rate of micro-evolution compared with the rate of climate change will determine the ecological impact of climate change (Visser 2008). Thus, a better understanding of the genetic variation in the response mechanism is essential.

(b) Integration of non-photonic cues

In §3a, we have summarized the relatively well-understood effect of photoperiod on the mechanism underlying the phenology of avian reproduction. Effects of other environmental factors on the reproductive system have also been clearly demonstrated, in particular for social cues, food and temperature (reviewed by Lewis & Orcutt 1971; Hahn et al. 1997; Helm et al. 2006; Voigt et al. 2007; Silverin et al. 2008). However, little is known about how non-photoperiodic cues, as well as contributions from the circannual clock, are integrated to shape phenological events. Additionally, we know little about the dependence of cue integration on the state of an animal (e.g. its nutritional status), and whether reproductive status is a precondition to integrate certain cues.

The currently most comprehensive model of avian reproductive timing, developed by Sharp (2005), involves the circadian clock for daily time-measurement and two additional, interacting components. The first consists of the photoperiodically controlled GnRH-gonadotrophin and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP)-prolactin neuroendocrine axes. These are complemented by the neuropeptide gonadotropin-inhibitory hormone (GnIH), which is regulated by the circadian hormone melatonin, and allows negative regulation of gonadotropin synthesis and release (Tsutsui et al. 2007, 2009; Perfito & Bentley 2009). An emerging body of research describes modulation of the GnRH system in response to photoperiodic, supplemental and social cues, and thus supports its putative role as site of integration (e.g. Hahn et al. 1997; Moore et al. 2006; Ball & Kettersson 2008; Stevenson et al. 2008; Heideman & Pittman 2009; MacDougall-Shackleton et al. 2009). A second component of the model of avian reproductive timing comprises genotype-dependent, neural inputs to, or intrinsic activities of, GnRH and VIP neurons (Sharp 2005), that could contribute to variation between individuals. So far our understanding of the mechanisms that drive phenology is mostly centred on photoperiodism and hampered by the scarcity of information on other cues. One of the problems with non-photonic cues, in particular temperature, is that their actions are probably slower and more progressively integrated than cues such as photoperiod, which can induce rapid responses in the brain and elsewhere that can relatively easily be measured (using microarrays, immediate-early gene expression or hormone concentrations; Meddle & Follett 1997). In addition, detection and transduction of non-photonic cues is also much less well understood than that of photoperiodic cues.

Another challenge is to integrate ontogenetic effects on phenology into the physiological response mechanism. There is for instance a clear effect of photoperiod experienced by birds during rearing on their phenology of migration timing in the first year of life (Helm et al. 2005). Experiences during early adult lifetime (learning) can also affect the phenology of subsequent...
reproduction (Wingfield & Jacobs 1999), such as in blue tits where birds that bred too late in one year would advance their laying date in the next year (Grieco et al. 2002). Lasting ontogenetic effects, for example those related to previous experience with environmental cues (Sockman et al. 2004), may have also confounded results of various experimental studies (Calisi & Bentley 2009).

(c) The role of the seasonal clock

The sensitivity of an animal to external cues involved in phenology depends on the seasonal clock. The detailed way in which the endogenous system responds to zeitgebers appears to have evolved such that an optimal adjustment of seasonal activities to the environment is achieved. So far, however, evolutionary and ecological aspects of synchronization have barely been studied. This is partly owing to the difficulty of maintaining and observing sufficient numbers of captive organisms over at least a year. Recent studies on carpet beetles (Anthrenus verbasci; e.g. Nisimura & Numata 2001; Miyazaki et al. 2005) have revealed in detail how the circannual cycle of an animal interacts with photoperiod. Without external information, carpet beetles pupate in circannual intervals. The number of circannual cycles required for pupation is strongly affected by the quality of larval nutrition (Miyazaki et al. 2009). If provided with day length information the beetles synchronize pupation to the external year, but the timing response depends on when in their circannual cycle the zeitgeber information is applied. Thus, the beetles either accelerate or delay pupation as described by a so-called ‘phase response curve’ (Miyazaki et al. 2005).

In our view, a phase response curve is a chronobiological, special case of a reaction norm. This idea, i.e. that annual activities are synchronized and adaptively modulated by photoperiod, has been pursued in studies of a passerine bird, the stonechat (e.g. Gwinner 2003; Helm 2009; Helm et al. 2009). This species is equipped with a circannual clock that persists for many cycles and is normally synchronized by the annual photoperiodic cycle. Comparative studies of populations from different locations revealed strong evidence for an innate basis of geographical differences in the responsiveness of certain phases of the circannual clock to its photoperiodic zeitgeber. These differences can best be described in terms of population specificity in the reaction norm of the circannual oscillator to photoperiod. We suggest that further studies of adaptive modifications of circannual response mechanisms are an important step towards achieving a common evolutionary framework for the study of phenology (figure 3).

The mechanisms that underlie the seasonal clock and its interactions with environmental cues are only beginning to be explored (Lincoln et al. 2006). Early ideas that seasonal clocks arise as a summation of shorter processes, for example by ‘counting’ of circadian days (Gwinner 1986; Wikelski et al. 2008), or by a fixed sequence of interdependent physiological states (Mrosovsky 1970), has not been supported. Instead, new studies point to long-term feedback processes on a tissue level (Lincoln et al. 2006) and to possible effects of energy turnover on the period length of the circannual clock, but these ideas still require further testing (Wikelski et al. 2008). The genetic basis of circannual rhythms is currently also unknown. A possible, underlying entraining mechanism could be in seasonal changes in the rhythmic expression of circadian candidate genes (e.g. Helfer et al. 2006; Martin et al. 2008; Davie et al. 2009).

An example is the CRY–PER system (Cryptochrome–Period system; e.g. El Halawani et al. 2008; Hazlerigg & Loudon 2008). Expression of PER and CRY is based on a daily rhythm and locked to dawn and dusk, respectively. Therefore, changes in day length modify the interval between the expression peaks of PER and CRY and could thereby transduce information to the reproductive system (Paul et al. 2008). In spring, a shorter interval between CRY and PER may thereby contribute to entrainment of the circannual clock (Hazlerigg & Loudon 2008). However, these are speculative, early ideas about genes that may contribute to the functioning of the circannual clock (Notter & Cockett 2003; Notter 2008).

(d) Common experimental systems

Integration of approaches to phenology would be greatly accelerated if common experimental systems were developed or further expanded. All too often, ecologists experimentally study female egg-laying dates of a single wild population, physiologists study male gonadal size in the laboratory and researchers of phenology look at whole population shifts in timing on a large geographical scale. There are some examples of integrated study systems, like the white-crowned sparrow, which is studied in the wild and in the laboratory (Perfito et al. 2005), and the blue (see §3) and great tit (Drent et al. 2003). In the latter species even the same individuals are studied under controlled conditions in the laboratory as well as in the wild (Visser et al. 2009).

Setting up joined experiments is, in our view, mainly a matter of finding other researchers who are interested in a similar phenological trait but from a different perspective. Some species, like sparrows, juncos, starlings and great tits, are used by many different research groups and it would be highly feasible to do different measurements on the same individuals or at least on animals from the same population. This would be possible if researchers that need to obtain animals for their laboratory studies would be provided with nestlings from an evolutionary ecological population study, and used these hand-reared animals for detailed studies on the underlying mechanism. This would bring together the physiological and ecological knowledge of animals from a single population. Moreover, as the birds used are related, with perhaps a known pedigree, this also opens up the possibility to look at genetic variation. We strongly advocate such approaches.

A historically grown discrepancy is the persistent difference between evolutionary ecologists and physiologists in the choice of the sex they work with (females versus males) and the environmental variable settings (4 versus 20°C difference between
experimental groups, or a naturally increasing photoperiod versus transfer from 8 h to 16 h of light). But we are confident that there will be enough common ground, and enough to be gained, to overcome these problems.

(e) Concluding remarks

Phenology can be studied at the level of populations, but to understand how the year-to-year variation in the phenology of populations comes about, we will need to unravel more of the phenology of individuals and understand how the underlying mechanisms have been shaped by evolution. Individuals vary their phenology from year to year in response to cues from their environment, but are restricted by the possibilities of their evolutionary history, ranging from genetic variation, the make-up of circannual clock systems, to physiological pathways that form the basis of a certain phenotype. No matter from which discipline one approaches a problem related to phenology, it is important to keep in mind the complex relationships that underlie a phenological ‘decision’ like the laying of the first egg in spring. We have outlined an integrated framework to study phenology and we believe that this framework could function well to guide studies on a range of specific species and systems. It is not so much the lack of an existing framework as the subdivision of science that makes it hard to set up collaboration between scientists from different disciplines. Initiatives, such as the ESF/NSF/NSERC E-Bird network (Wingfield et al. 2008), can play an important role in bringing researchers together, to get acquainted with each other’s terminology and state-of-the-art. In our view, the benefits of close collaboration, in particular in combined studies (see §4d), will outweigh the costs of setting up such studies.
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